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time than any other subject in the curriculum except Russian
and mathematics (see Table II). It included various forms
of physical training, but was predominantly military, and
was under the direction of the Russian equivalent of a drill
sergeant. For boys it included fencing, bayonet fighting,
or occasionally tactical exercises.1 For girls it included
nursing, radio and telegraph operating, and military
physical training.2 Military training is now confined to
boys of fifteen and over, but there are special military
schools (the Suvorov schools) where boys may go at the
age of eight to be trained for commissioned rank in the
Red Army.
Examinations
Lunacharsky's famous education decree of October 1918
excluded examinations from the Soviet school. But this
sort of lotus-land did not prove to be the most appropriate
for raising Soviet youth; and today the Russian schoolboy
is as examination-ridden as schoolboys anywhere in the
world. It is the old Tsarist system of examinations revived;
'a modification of the system to be found in the German
Hochschule. Except for Russian and mathematics, the
examinations are oral and are conducted in a surprising
spirit of festivity. In a room decorated with flowers and
red cloth there sits the examining commission. This
commission consists of two teachers familiar with the
subject and a rayon official. For the leaving examinations
(in the seventh and tenth classes) a representative of the
People's Commissariat for Education is added to the
Commission. On a table there is a pile of cards face
downwards with three questions written on each. The
examinee selects a card at random and has fifteen or twenty
minutes in which to think over the three questions and to
prepare answers. The examination follows and takes
about ten minutes. *A familiar and mild way to cheat is
to pick more than one card from the pile, and to select for
1 UchiteL Gaz., 19.4.43.	* Vech. Mos., 25.8.43.

